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tincture is made in a cleanly manner, and ca:! be allowed to I often be "rustling" by the same time to·morrow. In Pitch- I suppose that they fall from outside the solar system and have 
proceed automatically, as it does not requil'c a:lY attention: ing', a long four-tined wood or steel fork is used, and an 

I 
the highest possible velocity, their mass need only be 

Suppose two pints are going to be made. Into a measure 
I 

adroit man can pitch a load almost as quickly as if it were 1-150uth as great. From these and other .considerations, 
our about thirty ounces of spirit, then take a funnel and bound up. When the load reaches the barn, a horse fork Professor Peirce takes the view that the space outside the roosely but completely plug the narrow part with cotton descends from the roof and the load is completely removed solar sy"tem or near its limits is largely tenanted by view· 

wool. On this bed place the pot. iodid. and the iodine. to the mow in about three forkfuls. Some farmers have a less meteors, not hot enough to be visible even if they were 
Then introduce this into the measure, taking care that the horse to trample it down, so as to cause it to occupy as small of sufficient size, and that these form the chief supply of 
level of the spirit outside is above that of the solid ingredients a space as possible. the sun. 
in the funnel. It will be found that by a simple process of When thrashing time comes, the same horse fork is used Among the minor points adduced in support of this theory 
displacement the spirit will rise in the funnel and gradually I to "tear the wheat out of the mow," and deposit it on the was the heated condition of Jupiter and Saturn-a fact 
dissolve the iodine and iodide of potash. This solution, by thra�hing table, close to the thrasher. The thrashing I now generally admitted-which is ca,ily explicable if we 
reason of its superior specific gravity, will sillk to the bot· machine does not work equally well and equally fast as if I suppose that this condition of those planets is sustained by 
tom, and fresh spirit will rise to continue the operation. the grain were b sheaves, and it is claimed that cattle pre· meteoric downfalls. Astronomers in counting and mapping 

When the solids are completely dissolved, the remainder fer the straw somewhat mangled, than if it passes end- I the fixed stars do not find their numbers increase as rapidly 
of. the spirit may be added, and the tin?ture is complete wise through.tho ma?hine. Our th�ashing machine cylin- : as they should (on a theory of �qual distribution in spac�) 
Without any mess whate ver.-Pharmaceuttcal Journal. i ders are furmshed With teeth set to mtersect each alternate when those of the smaller magmtudes are enumerated. ThIS 

I space, so that grain cannot very well escape being thrashed. has ueen held as partial proof that there is an absorbing me-l out. And as hemp twine is very apt to get bound up i dium in space. Perhaps the more distant lights are dimmed 
A NEW TEST FOR THE PRESENCE OF BILIARY amongst these teeth so as to impede partially or altogether' by in tervening clouds of dark meteoric bodies. The as-COLORING MATTER IN THE URINE. stop the machine, consequently when landing or condemn- sumption of the extreme cold of space, though based on a 

NITRIC and hvdrochloric acids, according to M. Masset, ing the loose carrying system all these things must be taken mathematical theorem with some claims to probability, is 
are not as delicate tests for the coloring matter of the bile into consideration, and it is claimed that where all is fairly not impregnable; and if we admit that the meteors have 
as nitrate of potassium. The urine to be examined should considered the absence of binding is the best course. The some heat when they start on their way to the sun, the esti
be acidulated by two or three drops of concentrated sul- gentleman who originated this course was at our house a mate of their product in heat on arrival must be increased. 
phuric acid, and a small crystal of the nitrate dropped into few days since, and says he has now tried this plan for The great jets of glowing hydrogen gas which Professor 
it. The reaction is immediately established, a beautiful three years, and all his neighbors are doing as he has done, Young has so faithfully observed issuing from the sun's sur
grass·green color being produced, if the quantity of the and they affirm they often have their wheat carried where face to enormous heights, can scarcely be accounted for on 
biliary coloring matter is large. On shaking the liquid the others with the same strength have theirs out in the field any theory of mere condensations in the solar mass. They 
color becomes uniform, and of a deep tint; boiling does who follow the old plan. I should mention that our horse are great outbursts, such as might result on a smaller scale 
not change it, and it may be preserved for several days with- forks are almost perfect; they take the grain off the wagon from violent explosions; they fly outward with enormous 
out alteration. The addition of water simply diminishes the and carry it along the roof of the barn, and deposit it thirty velocity; they arise from the vast chasms of sunspots. It is 
intensity. feet, or upwards, away on the back of the mow. This alone not difficult to believe that they are the upward splash when 

If the biliary matters are present in but small quantity saves one man and often two in an e!Dergency, and at first some great meteor dashes downward into the gaseous body 
the liquid takes in a very short time a pale green color, one !Dan can unload several loads qUite alone.-A. B. 0., in of the sun. 
which also is persistent; it can easily be perceived by plac- Agrzcultural Gazette. To carry out Professor Peirce's theory, he supposes that 
ing the tube between the eye and daylight, or in front of a the solar system is surrounded by meteors so numerous that 
white background. In these circumstances normal urine DISTANCES FOR GRAPES their total weight exceeds by 100 or 1,0�0 times the mass of 
should present a light rose color. At the beginning of cer- . the sun. Being dark, they are invisible, but we may sup-
tain maladies where the ordinary tests are useless, this re- THE strong-growing American grapevine must have pose them to form an irregular envelope or series of enve-
agent, it is thought, will be of service on account of the'fa·· ampl.e space to grow. They may be restricted for a few ! Iopes; since we find such a constitution frequent in the stel· 
cility of its application and the distinctness, delicacy, and I years and bear moderate crops, but when they are older they lar nebula.', in which countless minor masses surround glow
constancy of the reaction; further, it is not subject to the should have a full chance to throw out their long arms. ing centers of attraction. Such an envelope would not 
errors of observation, or the uncertain or erroneous inter·, The late Wm. A. Underhill, of Croton Point, N. Y., showed necessarily render the orbits of the interior planets iIregular, 
pretations attendant on the usual methods of examination. us a part of his twenty·year Isabella vineyard where he had but it might account for the perturbations of Neptune, 
-Journal de Medecine. allowed the vines to extend over a roadway, giving them which, so far as ascertained, indicate disturbance from out-

DENTAL TRANSPLANTINg, 
ABOUT file 20th of March, 1879, Master C., age twelve 

and a half years, by a fall . broke the left central superior 
incisor. The fracture hegan on the anterior surface, at the 
margin of the gum, and ('xtended obliquely across to a point 
a line and a half abovc t:JC man�in of the gum, at the lingual 
side. There was no inflammation or soreness in or about 
the root after the accident. The pulp died within a few 
days. The debris was removed, and the canal thoroughly 
'\!Ieansed. It remained in this condition for about three 
weeks. The first proposition was to adjust a crown by a 
pivot. There was hesitancy about this course, because of 
the age of the patient, and because the canal through the 
root was large, and rather larger as it approached the apex, 
and because l11e fractured end did not present a favorable 
form for the reception of the artificial crown. It was finally 
decided to remedy the breach by transplanting so soon as a 
suitable tooth could be obtained. Within a few days a tooth 
of about the right size, form, and color, was presented for 
extraction, though with a small decay on the anterior prox· 
imate surface. The tooth was removed, the boy sent for, 
and by the time he arrived the cavity of decay and root 
canal were ftllE-d. Upon the arrival of the boy, the root of 
his tooth was carefully extracted and the other at once in
troduced; it was, upon close inspection, slightly narrower 
than the right central, but in other respects a perfect match. 
The root was slightly smaller than the one removed. 

It was ligated to the adjoining teeth for two or three days, 
when it wa$ found to be attached, and the ligature was 
removed. 

There was no soreness, and the tooth, within two months, 
became quite as firm as its fellows; maintains its color per· 
LCctly, and performs its work equal in all respects with the 
adjoining teeth. 

The entire absence of inflammation and soreness, and the 
rapidity with which union and fixedness were attained, is 
significant and instructive. -Dental Register. 

NEW MODE OF HARVESTING WHEAT. 

some sixteen feet more room. The improvement in the side. If the envelope of meteors be wholly irregular in 
crop was striking. Mr. A. Hood, of Ontario, planted Con· shape, position, movement of its parts, and attractive power 
cords six feet apart each way. They bore little fruit. The of its different regions, the study of the orbits of the outer 
spring of the seventh year, he took out every alternate vine, I planets will be lahor lost; we can never establish an exact 
and then had a fine crop. He tried a similar experiment on theory of their motions. 
a large Catawba vineyard planted eight feet apart; the re- ' Other points were touched upon by Professor Peirce in 
suIt was a greatly increased quantity of grapes. He also this remarkable address, but not fully elucidated, and it was 
stated that Concord vines covering twenty-four to forty- hoped that he would have resumed his explanations at a later 
eight feet trellis, carried by actual measurement more grapes period of the Saratoga meeting; but his health was not 
than any adjoining vines twelve feet apart and occupying equal to the task, and he returned to Cambridge in apparent 
the same extent of trellis. An experienced grape· grower haste. 
has just stated to us that he had plllnted his vines twelve I Among the minor matters alluded to, was the bearing 
feet apart, and had grafted every alternate vine with which this theory would have in respect to the tails of 
another sort. The grafts failed to grow, and the old vines, I comets, which at present are the subject of much specula
being thus thinned to one-half in number, gave a much tion, but little that fairly explains them. Professor Peirce 
better crop than the whole did before. We might cite many also pointed out that in estimating the heat to be given by 
other cases-all showing the importance of giving ample the sun in condensing, allowance has not been made for the 
space to strong growers. And one other precaution should increase of pressure which would take place when the lllass 
always be observed-never to allow the vines to overbear: contracted; as, for instance, if it were condensed to half its 
thin out the numerous bunches. We do not now hear vineyard- present size, the pressure on every cubic foot of its surface 
itlts, as formerly, boast of the many tons of grapes thel. would be sixteen times as great. This will keep up the sup
have raised to an acre, as they have learned that the frUit ply of heat by contraction alone to a far longer period than 
is better and the vines less exhausted when the thinning has hitherto been assigned. A point which needs further 
has been properly done.-Oountry Gentleman. explanation is the difficulty of reconciling the positions of 

METEORS. 
PROF. BENJAMIN PEmcE, of Cambridge, venerable in 

years and profound in research, is one of the few men in 
this country who have attacked the mathematical problem in
volved in the nebular hypothesis. Several years ago he ex
pressed views adverse to that grand theory. Since then it is 
understood that he has so far mod�fied his conceptions that 
they may be regarded as a new view of the subject. This has 
been set forth in part by the professor, ill a lecture delivered 
at Cambridge and in a "paper "-really an address-at the 
Saratoga meeting. 

The new view of the formation of the solar system does 
not concede that the planets and their satellites were origin· 
ally rings like those of Saturn, revolving around a great 
central nucleus, and afterward breaking apart and condens· 

the planetary orbits in a somewhat nearly uniform plane, 
with a theory that makes them originate in a spherical enve
lope of meteoric bodies -Science News. 

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTERS.* 
THERE is now scarcely a meteorological observatory which 

is not provided with registering instruments. The number 
of these is already considerable, and the methods of their 
construction are almost as numerous. At the observatory 

A 

ing into discrete masses. The uniform direction of motion 
THE difficulty of procuring hands in harvest time in On· of all the members of the solar system is poually adduced 

tario, Canada, has caused farmers to endeavor to meet the as one of the strongest proofs of the nebular hypothesis, 
emergency by substituting horse power for manual labor. but the mathematical lllvestigations of Professor Peirce 
During the last three years it has become the custom in some show that if the component parts of a broken planetary 
parts to dispp,nse with binding the wheat, and, instead, to ring should reunite in a mass, it would have a reverse motion 
carry and mow it as loose grain. There are machines now as compared with the nucleus. There is an alternative or 
made that bind as they cut; some of these implements use rather a substitute for the ring theory, which was ahly pre
wire, others hemp twine. Hemp twine is very costly, and sen ted by Mr. Proctor during his lectures in this country, to 
wire will never continue to be used unless every band is which Professor Peirce did not definitely allude, that per
saved at thrashing. Such second hand wire is of no practi- haps may not be inconsistent with his present views. It as
cal value, but if it be allowed to go away amongst the straw, sumes an original nebula, but supposes its outlying portions 
cattle swallow it in the fodder. This difficulty would not to be of irregular densities, and that each of the planets and 
be of the same importance where the straw is burned at satellites was formed by drawing together in mass the mat· 
once, as on the immense prairie farms in the United States tel' within the more immediate sphere of its attraction. The 
and Manitoba, or California; but in Canada, the short pieces atf,raction would increase with its growth and eventually 
of wire, even in the bedding, would be very likely to wound clear off all matter near its orbit. 

' 

• 

the animals, such as horses, as they plump themselves down Professor Peirce's theory goes much further. It regards 
to rest; first or last, wire ends will stick upright, and proba- l the universe as made of meteors; all heavenly bodies as ag
bly penetrate the skin, and so cause injury more or less se- /l'regations of meteoric matter; all suns and stars as sustained 
vere.. The.se evils are quoted b.y practical men, who, instead III light and heat by the more or less continuous downfall of 
of usmg wire or hemp, determme to carry and thrash their meteors upon them. He gives to Sir William Thomson 
wheat in an unbound state. the chief credit for the conception that the sun is fed by 

When the first man who attempted this innovation was meteors. One of the difficulties with this theory is that it 
seen to dispense with the labor of binding, he was laughed implies a continuous increase of the sun's mass, which 
at; now, however, those who have barns large enough to would result in a shortening of the year of the earth. That I 
hold their wheat unbound avoid binding, and claim time and such shortening has not taken place to any considerable I labor saved by so doing. The wheat is cut and laid in un· extent, was long supposed to be a fact capable of proof by 
bound sheaves by the self-raking machine, as is usually a comparison between the dates when the ancient solar 
done. It is then allowed to dry from twelve to t.wenty-four eclipses occurred, and the dates ascertained by backward 
hours, the loose texture of the unbound sheaf allowing the calculation. But the mOl'e careful examinations made by 
moisture to pass off much more readily in this state than if Professor Newcomb to ascertain the times when the different 
bound tightly up. This will readily be admitted by any ancient edipses were noted prove that we have no observa- . 
practical man. If a shower should fall, the wheat will, it is tions handed down to us from antiquity that are accurate' . " . 
claimed, dry out far more rapidly than if bound up and enough in detail to prove or disprove a change in the length I of �ontsourIs I h�vcl preferred co�tmuous registratIOn to 
shocked; and even if a soaking rain should result, the of the year. I reglstr�tlOn. by pomts, and the tracmgs eff.ected by a fine 
wheat will dry better and faster opened out than if inshock, In calculating the heat that would be given out by metallic pomt on /l'lazed paper blackened with smoke to the 
and in this state it is far more easily dried than if the sheaves the downfall of meteors upon the sun, their velocity is a use of the pencil or to the gaufrage by pressure or b1 
have to be partially or wholly unhonnd, and, after drying, vel' v important factor. This depends upon the distance from shock

, . . 
to be again rebound. The bands, under these circumstances, which they fall. If they come from within the earth's . The barogral'l� of Montsoul'ls IS a barometer bal�nce Q.1} 
will be very likely to break, and certain loss of wheat must orbit, the mass of them that must fall upon the sun every vlsE'd by �. CecCl, and I�tterly .adop�ed by P. Sec?hl. T�e 
result, as well as loss of time. year, to sust.ain the present outpour of heat, would have to barometrIc tube, A B (Fig. 1), IS of Iron, of 3 centimeters m· 

Iu Ontario, wheat cut to-day, say in July- or August; will be e�u�l lQ f.\QQut a hundredth part of tbe wrtb; but jf we: * Paperb�� M�-Marie-D�v11/��naide .rhyetg��A�ii,167v, 
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